An attack is made on the problem of determining the asymptotic behavior at high energies and momenta of the Green's functions of quantum field theory, using new mathematical methods from the theory of real variables. We define a class A"of functions of n real variables, whose asymptotic behavior may be specified in a certain manner by means of certain "asymptotic coeKcients. " The Feynman integrands of perturbation theory (with energies taken imaginary) belong to such classes. We then prove that if certain conditions on the asymptotic coeScients are satisfied then an integral over k of the variables converges, and belongs to the class A"z with new asymptotic coeScients simply related to the old ones. When applied to perturbation theory this theorem validates the renormalization procedure of Dyson and Salam, proving that the renormalized integrals actually do always converge, and provides a simple rule for calculating the asymptotic behavior of any Green's function to any order of perturbation theory.
I. INTRODUCTION ' 'N many respects, the central formal problem of thẽ~m odern quantum theory of fields is the determination of the asymptotic behavior at high energies and momenta of the Green's functions of the theory, the vacuum expectation values of time-ordered products. Complete knowledge of the asymptotic properties of these functions would allow us to test the renormalizability of a given Lagrangian, to count the number of subtractions that must be performed in dispersion theory, etc. We shall attack this problem from a rather new direction, which allows a solution in perturbation theory, and which provides an analytic tool that may prove useful in solving the problem in the exact theory.
One might hope to find a solution either kinematically, using only assumptions of covariance, causality, etc. , or dynamically, by using the field equations that actually determine the Green's functions. The first method has been successfully applied to the 2-field functions, the particle propagators, and yields the result that the true propagators are asymptotically "larger" than the bare propagators. ' However, because the theory of several complex variables is so difFicult and incomplete, this approach seems unpromising for expectation values of three or more fields. For this reason, and also because we would eventually like to obtain renormalizability conditions on the Lagrangian, we propose to attack the problem on the dynamical level. Now, what are the equations that, in principle, would determine the Green's functions. In perturbation theory we know that the Green's functions appear as multiple integrals, the integrand being constructed according to the Feynman rules. In a nonperturbative approach the Green s functions are again given by multiple integrals, but with integrands that themselves depend on the ' H. Lehmann, Nuovo cimento 11, 342 (1954) . FiG. i. Diagram of the asymptotic behavior of the function f(P', P") used as an example in Sec. II. The coefficient n is -3 for the entire plane, and -3 for every line in the plane except the two dashed lines. The "self-energy" Z(p') is calculated by integ~ati~g f(P', p") along the vertical dotted line. It is the intersections of this line with all other lines in the plane, and with the plane itself, that determines the asymptotic behavior of Z(P') according to .
II. A SIMPLE EXAMPLE
Our task will be to define precisely what we mean by the asymptotic behavior of functions of several real variables, and to show how the convergence and asymptotic properties of multiple integrals may be determined directly from the asymptotic behavior of their integrands. Before proceeding to the general case, we shall discuss a simple example that will illustrate the problems to be faced and our approach in solving them.
Consider the integral Z(p'), defined by
Green's functions. In either case, it is clear that we need a theorem that would give general rules for the asymptotic behavior of functions defined as multiple integrals. Furthermore, for application to the nonperturbative integral equations, we would like these rules to be given solely in terms of the asymptotic behavior of the integrand, and no other properties.
Such a theorem is presented in Sec. III, and proven rigorously in Sec. IV. The theorem states that if the asymptotic behavior of a function of e real variables may be described in a certain manner by a set of "asymptotic coefficients, " then the integral over any subspace of these variables may be similarly described, with new asymptotic coeKcients that may be determined as functions of the old ones.
The theorem proven turns out to be extremely useful F. J. Dyson, Phys. Rev. 75, 1736 (1949 . 'A. Salam, Phys. Rev. 82, 217 (1951) ; Phys. Rev. 84, 426 (&95&). 4 P. T. Matthews and A. Salam, Phys. Rev. 94, 185 (1954) .
This behavior is indicated in Fig. i 
Usually we are not able to proceed so directly; we may have to deal with complicated functions of many real variables which may not even be entirely known. Therefore, we wish to find some way of characterizing the asymptotic behavior of f(p', p") so that, with no further information, we may obtain the asymptotic behavior (4) of its integral.
It is very convenient to introduce a vector notation, 
for C in W and g&b(L, W). Now it is unfortunately the case that simply stating (8) and (9) would not allow us to tell anything about the asymptotic behavior of Z (p'). It is necessary also to give some information about the behavior of b(L,W). This may be most easily accomplished, if we introduce tmo positive variables, g~a nd g2, which will be allowed to go to infinity independently. Let us set j'(L, q,T/2+L, 7),+C) =0{1/pi~+ »} (18) It is the special circumstance summarized in (11) that establishes f(P) as a member of the class (later called 2 " in the case of e variables) of functions with which we shall deal, and that allows us to obtain (4). We shall say in this particular case that n(Li) is the "asymptotic coefficient" associated with the line {Li}, and that a({L"L2})= -3 is the coefficient associated with the whole (p', p") plane {Li, L2}. ( It is easy to see that then f(L,g,it,+L,g,+C) =0{g,~i »gg -},
or, in other words, there exist positive numbers
whenever C is in W, and
Proof: A simple calculation shows that if Li VWO, Li V[, (14) g2&1;
while if Li V=O (and hence L~VWO), Li V[, (16) g2&1; while if Li V'=0 (and hence Ln. v'WO), (P V')'+~' for g2&2 [C V'[/[L2 V'[. (17) Multiplying (14) or (15) 
Definition
The function f(P) is said to belong to the class A if to every subspace Sf R" there corresponds a pair of coefTicients, a "power" u(S) and a "logarithmic power" p(S), and for any choice of 222~&22 independent vectors Ll L"and finite region W in R we have In the special example given in Sec. II, we saw that n(R2)= -3, where R2 was the whole p', p" plane.
Furthermore, this was also the value of n(L) for almost all vectors L in R2, the only exceptions being L (1,0) (with n= -2) and L (1,1) (with n= -1), as shown in Fig. 1 . By talung L=sflL1+L2, where Ll and L2 are any fixed vectors and q& is suSciently large, we could always avoid these two special directions.
We now consider an integral of f(P), given as fLi' "L~'(P) = dyi X, dyf, f(P+Ll'yl+ +L&'y&). (7) In the example of Sec. II, for instance, we had
We shall say that the integral (7) 
provided that CeW, and that f,(P) = fL, ". Li (P) for I= {L,
gg&bg, g2&b2, -. , g &b .
It may readily be observed that n(S), P(S) are the 
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Here 5'QI means that S' is a subspace of I, including the possibility S'=I; dimS' is the dimensionality of S', A (I)5'= 5 means that the projection of 5' along I on E is 5 (this last is discussed in detail in the Appendix).
The "max" in (11) and (12) means that we take the maximum over all subspaces 5' satisfying 5'QI and A(I)5'=5. , respectively. Actually, by using the HeineBorel theorem we will be able to show in the next section that only a finite number of S' need be taken into account, so that "max" is finite.
Let us now see how this theorem may be applied to the example of Sec. II. There I was one-dimensional, so that the only 5'QI is 5'=I. Thus Dz=a(I)+dimI= -3+1= -2&0, Note that A(I)5'=E is satisfied for S'=R2=I+E, and for S' any line in R2 except I. Thus by (12) and (II-S), 
The whole integral clearly converges if both Dsz(f) &0 and Dsi(fsp) &0, i.e. , if Dr&0 where P=L))7) )I"+Lp)}p . )}"+ +L )7"+C, (17) Dr=maxLDsz(f), Dsi(fsz) j.
Inserting (3), (4), and (5) into (7), we obtain (7) where )}i )I tend independently to infinity with C confined to 8'. We must also verify , showing that Di = max*[o, (5")+dimS" j,
nL ( 
where fpA . According to (III-1), we have f(P+Ly) =O{y'"(iny)""') as y~~, (13) so clearly (12) converges absolutely if n (L)+1&0. 
where 0~& r~& m and N~.e"are a set of r real variables.
Since fpA, there must exist a set of numbers bi(ui 
+SL)),+1 2}"+L"+, 2)"+, 2)"+ +L 2)"+C, or by a slight re-writing, P+Lr=(L1+U'1L)nl"~-1(n./lsl) Isln. + " 1~- 
i ). q, a(i» (ini}, )()(i»2}2a(i»»(lni(2)()(i»»
Uili)l ' ' ''gm+ U'4(2'2}2 ' '2}m + ' ' '+ Uil imam+ S&. l (27) providing that '.+(n)
Here 1V is the finite positive number X= " s ("'(lns)P'L)ds, (44) where we recall that a(L)+1&0 by hypothesis.
Finally, we consider the case yeJ'i i"'(i}). Combining (27) and (17), we have (46) wherever C'eR' and )}i)b)'({I, )} ). Therefore, 
Therefore, applying (19) for r=0, &0= z we have
The formula for PL, while giving a correct upper bound on the number of logarithms, is an overestimate, and will not be further discussed. (It may be noted, though, that }{)}Lis still a non-negative integer. ) The formula for nL may be rewritten:
n({L, . L"L})+Ij, (51) 
V. APPLICATION TO PERTURBATION THEORY
We shall now apply the general theorem proven above to the determination of the convergence and asymptotic properties of Green's functions in covariant perturbation theory. Our treatment will follow closely that of the simple example discussed in Sec. II and at the end of Sec. III.
Let us consider any particular Feynman diagram g in any local Geld theory. According to the usual rules there is associated with each internal and external particle line j of g a bare propagator 6, (P,,o) , where P, is the mo- The Green's function corresponding to graph g is now given by the improper integral over the internal momenta, G(P,a. ,) = P F(P+P', a)dP', 0'int J ps Z (5) where PeE. We will first study the asymptotic behavior of F, and then apply the general asymptotic theorem to learn what we want to know about G.
Unfortunately, as it stands the function F(P, a. ) does not belong to the class 34~, because of the special circumstance that the propagators 6;(p,, a-) depend on the scalar product which can vanish for nonzero p;. In order to apply our theorem, it is necessary to rotate the contour of integration for each energy integration in (5) in a wellknown manner from the real up to the imaginary axis. ' ' A general discussion of the difhculties encountered in this step would be interesting, but beyond the scope of this work; we shall simply assume henceforth that. all energy contours have been so deformed. Likewise, if the integral G is to be used as an insertion in a larger diagram, we shall be interested in its behavior for imaginary values of its energy arguments. We shall, therefore, restrict ourselves 
and therefore
for each fixed o. , and for p; tending to infinity along any direction. For example, if line j represents a spinless internal particle, n;= -2, sincẽ
while if it represents an internal particle of spin -"
o, , = -1, because spj&& +&v)
Using (3) and (7), we may now show that F (P,o) belongs to the class A4)v (defined in Sec. III) with asymptotic coefficients, for any subspace S( R4&, given by n(S) = Q;(e)n;,
P(S) =0
the sum in (8) running over all j for which V, is not orthogonal to the subspace S.
Proof. Let us set P in (3) equal to P=L, r), r)"+L, &), . r)"+ +L"&) +C, (10) where Li . L"are independent vectors in R4)v (so sn~& 4'), C is a vector confined to a finite region W, and tend independently to infinity. Then from (7) we have for fixed cr,
where l is determined by the condition that V, "Li --V;.Ls ----V; Li i --0 but V; L(/0. (12) Therefore, from (3), F(P, )=O{gg'(", "", "")-}, (13) where the product Q, '" includes only those j satisfying (12). It follows then that the coefficient nr(g') =-n(S')+dimS' -dime(I)S', pair of incoming nucleon and antinucleon lines, the "min" in (21) is reached for h' a pair of pions, so that n(h") is given by 4 -3 -2= -1. This is the maximum asymptotic power of any connected diagram or sum of diagrams for which a nucleon and an antinucleon external momenta tend to infinity, with the other external momenta fixed. (The diagram of Fig. 2 shows the realization of this maximum in this ease. )
In order to verify this rule we need only note that every subgraph g' included in (20) has attached to it all lines in 8", together with a set 8' of "bridges, " consisting of internal and external lines belonging to g but not to g'. We can therefore write in (19) (22) and inserting (22) and (19) into (20) 
